
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of test engineer software. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for test engineer software

Provide suggestions on how to improve our processes and tools to better
integrate into the SDLC (software development lifecycle)
Experience working in a regulated industry with regulations such as ISO, CE,
RoHS, UL, IEC, and NEC that are specific to Test Engineering practices
Development of test systems and associated software in the field of
Healthcare
Development of firmware applications for medical devices
Responsible for service areas and will be expected to have the technical
expertise the necessary people skills to implement and effectively manage
the manual, automated and performance tests in a hands-on capacity
Contribute to the manual functional testing and be responsible for creating
test plans/test strategy, writing test cases, execution the test cases, creating
test reports and managing defects
Deployment of code, maintenance of test environment and facilitating test
data set up
Design, develop and execute tests and report results
Create test plans from scenarios, which may include conceptualizing
functional requirements
Work closely with analysts/developers to certify that a system meets
functional requirements

Qualifications for test engineer software

Example of Test Engineer Software Job Description
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Design and build advanced automated testing framework, tools and
automated test suites, in Python (pytest), Shell, Java (TestNG/JUnit)
Good knowledge of test methodologies, creating test cases and test plans
and work knowledge in data replication, data processing and data protection
Strong work experience in backup and disaster recovery solutions and data
retention workflows
Technical depth and passion for identifying new automation strategies
Hands-on experience creating test processes and scripts for software and
web/service products


